Pairwise sequence covariations are a signal of conserved RNA secondary structure. We describe a method for distinguishing when lack of covariation signal can be taken as evidence against a conserved RNA structure, as opposed to when a sequence alignment merely has insufficient variation to detect covariations. We find that alignments for several long noncoding RNAs previously shown to lack covariation support do have adequate covariation detection power, providing additional evidence against their proposed conserved structures.
basepairs 8 . R-scape analyses found that the covariation evidence for proposed conserved structures of several long noncoding RNAs including HOTAIR 9 , SRA 10 , and the RepA region of Xist 11;12 is not statistically significant 8 .
Lack of significant covariation signal does not necessarily mean there is no conserved RNA structure. An alignment could merely have too little sequence variation to detect significant covariation ( Figure 1a ). To know when an alignment has sufficient variation, we want to estimate the statistical power (the expected sensitivity) of detecting significant covariations. In a "low-power" alignment, covariation analysis is inconclusive because a conserved RNA secondary structure could be present without inducing sufficient covariation signal. In a high-power alignment, observing no supporting covariations does provide evidence against a conserved structure.
Many details of an alignment affect covariation analysis, but we hypothesized that detection power should depend primarily on the total number of single residue substitutions s i,j in two alignment columns i and j in a proposed consensus pair. We take the sequence phylogeny into account in inferring s i,j by inferring a maximum likelihood tree, using the Fitch parsimony algorithm 13 to estimate a number of substitutions s i at each column independently, and taking s i,j = s i + s j (Methods).
We tested this idea using synthetic RNA alignments evolved under simulated pairwise constraints. Figure 1b-d show simulations based on a cobalamin riboswitch alignment (Rfam RF00174) of 430 sequences and 42 annotated consensus basepairs. We choose a random sequence as the root and evolve it down a sub-sampled and rescaled phylogenetic tree, using an evolutionary model that includes basepair substitutions, insertions, and deletions 14 , to generate a synthetic alignment with a desired number of taxa and average percentage identity (Methods). We repeat this to create synthetic alignments over a wide range of sequence number and diversity. We use R-scape on each alignment to determine the number of basepairs with significant covariation support (E-value < 0.05). Neither the number nor the diversity of sequences in the alignment alone suffices to estimate detection power (Figure 1b,c) , whereas s i,j does have a good relationship to power (Figure 1d ).
Using either deeper or more diverse alignments increases s i,j and detection power ( Figure 1e ).
We empirically fit the relationship between substitutions and detection power (at a significance threshold of E < 0.05) on a dataset of alignments of 87 RNA families in Rfam v14.0 with known three dimensional structures, consisting of 7,012 annotated basepairs ( Figure 1f ). The fitted curve enables estimation of power(s), the expected sensitivity for detecting any proposed basepair with s total substitutions. For an alignment with B total proposed basepairs, the expected fraction of basepairs with significant covariation support is 1
We use this number, which we call alignment power, to compare covariation support across different alignments with different numbers of proposed conserved basepairs. We define an arbitrary threshold of 10% alignment power to distinguish low-power from high-power alignments.
Only low-power alignments of conserved structural RNAs should lack significant covariation support. We analyzed all 3,016 seed alignments for known conserved structural RNAs in Rfam v14.1 and compared the fraction of basepairs with significant covariation support versus estimated alignment power (Figure 2a ; Supplemental Table S1 ). Many Rfam alignments (66%, 1,985/3,016) have no statistically significant covariation support for any annotated consensus basepair, and almost all of these (98%, 1,945/1,985) are low-power alignments. Only 1% (40/3,016) are high-power alignments with no significant detected covariations (shaded in red in Figure 2a ; Supplemental   Table S2 ). Rfam, though curated, is a large compendium with a nonzero error rate. Upon examination, we believe these 40 families are enriched for inaccuracies. For example, the miR-1937 family (RF01942) (66% alignment power) is annotated in miRbase 15 as a tRNA sequence fragment unlikely to be a bona fide miRNA.
Previous analysis of several long noncoding RNAs including HOTAIR 9 , SRA 10 , and the Xist RepA region 11;12 found no significant covariation support for their proposed structures, but left open the possibility that the existing alignments lacked sufficient variation 8 . We reanalyzed the four HOTAIR lncRNA domain alignments and consensus structures proposed by ref. 9, and the SRA alignment and consensus structure in ref. 10 . All five alignments are high-power, estimated to be able to detect 23-50 significant basepair covariations each ( Figure 2b ; Supplemental Table S3 ).
Although the covariation analysis of these lncRNAs has been a subject of disagreement 16;17 , these results provide new evidence for the view that HOTAIR and SRA do not have evolutionarily conserved RNA structures.
Xist RNA is perhaps the best studied lncRNA, but it remains unclear whether Xist's role in X dosage compensation depends on any conserved RNA structure, as opposed to its sequence alone.
Several different conserved structures have been proposed for the conserved 5' RepA region of Xist 11;12;18 , two of which are based on covariation analysis of alignments of 10-13 sequences 11;12 .
Although R-scape finds no significant covariation support for the proposed RepA structures, our method finds that these are low-power alignments, so the R-scape covariation analyses are inconclusive ( Figure 2b ; Supplemental Table S3 ).
A conserved structure for the ∼1.3 kb Xist RepA lncRNA (including the conserved repeat A and F regions) has been proposed recently 18 from a deeper and more diverse alignment of 57 sequences. Although the R2R visualization program used by Liu et al. highlighted many potential covariations 18 , statistical analysis by R-scape identifies only one significant covarying basepair with an E-value of 0.005, out of 334 proposed pairs. Our method judges this alignment to be high-power, estimated to be sufficient to detect about 110/334 basepairs.
The repeat A+F region is the most conserved region of Xist, but Xist is a large RNA and it is possible that other Xist regions could show covariation support for conserved RNA structure ( Figure 2c ). Starting with the human XIST genomic sequence, we used the nhmmer homology search program 19 to identify 21 regions of significant sequence similarity with mouse Xist (E-value < 10 −5 ). Eleven regions correspond to insertions of well-studied ancient transposons according to Dfam analysis 20 . For the remaining 10 unique sequence conserved regions, we iteratively built up alignments of homologs from 47-65 vertebrate species. All of these are high-power alignments; none show significant covariation support for any basepair (Figure 2b ; Supplemental Table S3 ). In order to test for long range base pairing, we created a concatenated alignment of all ten XIST homology regions for 32 species. This concatenated alignment also has sufficient power but not covariations are observed.
Experimental evidence from chemical probing and crosslinking has been used in making structure predictions for the HOTAIR, SRA, and Xist lncRNAs. However, essentially any RNA, even a random RNA sequence, folds into some secondary structure. Lack of covariation signal in highpower RNA sequence alignments for these lncRNAs suggests that whatever structure they adopt is not detectably constraining their evolution, and thus may not be relevant for their function.
An important caveat in covariation analysis is that the input sequence alignment is assumed to be reasonably correct. Spurious apparent covariations can be created artifactually by sliding conserved primary sequence regions under proposed stems. We identified an example of this artifact in a proposed conserved structure for COOLAIR, an Arabidopsis lncRNA 21 . The COOLAIR alignment is a low-power alignment of only 6 aligned sequences, yet R-scape identifies 6 significant covarying basepairs, 4 of them in one proposed helix ( Figure 2d ). Upon inspection, it appears that misalignment introduced artifactual covariations (Figure 2e ). We realigned the COOLAIR sequences using Infernal 22 (Methods), which brought regions of strong primary sequence identity back into alignment (Figure 2f ). The revised COOLAIR alignment is still low-power, and has only one significant supported basepair with a marginal E-value of 0.048.
The R-scape software now reports estimated statistical power calculations along with observed pairwise correlations. We expect that one important future use of covariation power analysis is to enable quantitative use of negative information by excluding pairs that are unlikely to be conserved basepairs because they have high-power and no significant covariation.
Online Methods

Estimating substitution number s ij
Given an input RNA sequence alignment, R-scape infers a maximum likelihood phylogenetic tree using FastTree (version 2.1.10) 23 , then infers a maximum parsimony assignment of substitutions at each independent column i to each branch of the tree using our implementation of the Fitch algorithm 13 . For phylogeny-aware statistical significance testing as described in ref. 8, R-scape then uses this information in tree-based simulations to construct synthetic negative control alignments that preserve average identity, composition, and phylogenetic relationships of the original alignment, while randomizing pairwise correlations. An empirical null distribution for a pairwise covariation statistic (default is the G-test statistic, related to mutual information) is then obtained from all pairs of columns i, j in these simulated alignments.
In the new method for statistical power estimation, the same tree and inferred maximum parsimony substitutions are used to obtain the total substitutions s i (summed over branches) at each individual column i. For a proposed basepair involving two columns i, j, we use s ij = s i + s j , the sum of the independent variation at each column.
We also tested a more expensive variation where we parsimoniously infer pairwise substitutions jointly at all column pairs i, j to obtain s ij , rather than assuming column independence, which gave similar results (data not shown).
Simulations
Simulated alignments were produced with the program R-scape-sim. Given an input sequence alignment with a consensus RNA secondary structure, R-scape-sim calculates a maximum likelihood phylogenetic tree with branch lengths. It sub-samples the original phylogenetic tree to a desired number of taxa, and linearly scales branch lengths to achieve a desired average percentage identity amongst the aligned sequences. One sequence is selected at random as a root and its evolution is simulated down the tree branches using a probabilistic evolutionary model. The evolutionary model consists of rate matrices for single (unpaired) residue substitution, pairwise (basepair) substitution, insertion, and deletion events 8;14 . We used this simulation procedure on the Rfam Cobalamin riboswitch alignment (RF00174) to generate 29,976 synthetic alignments with sequence number ranging from five to 190, and average percentage identity ranging from 30% to 100%. The simulated alignments were randomly downsampled to 3, 000 in order to produce the scatter plots of Figure 1 .
Empirical power(s) curve
For each of 7,012 annotated consensus basepairs in 87 RNA families Rfam v14.0 with known three dimensional structures, we use R-scape to calculate the statistical significance (expectation value, E-value) and estimate s ij for each proposed pair in Rfam "seed" alignments. We binned proposed pairs with identical s ij and calculated the frequency of pairs with significant support E < 0.05 in each bin. For 1, 653 such points for bins s = 0 to 1, 652, we fitted a polynomial of degree 10 by minimizing least-square-error. The choice of degree 10 was arbitrary, and simpler functions such as 1 − e −λs did not fit as well. 
Alignment power
The expected sensitivity for detecting a basepair b with s b substitutions is power(s b ), from the empirical fitted curve shown in Figure 1f . In addition to reporting the pairs that significantly covary with their corresponding E-value, R-scape now also reports for each pair the inferred number of substitutions s b and the estimated power(s b ).
As an overall summary statistic for an alignment with a proposed structure, R-scape reports the total number of basepairs expected to have significant covariation support,
and the alignment power, defined as the fraction of base pairs expected to have significant support,
In this work, alignments with > 10% power are considered to have sufficient power. The RepA lncRNA alignment (spanning repeat A and repeat F regions) with a proposed consensus structure in ref. 18 was kindly provided to us by the authors.
R-scape statistical test modes
We produced our own RepA lncRNA alignment of 65 sequences and got similar results: a highpower alignment sufficient to detect about 254 basepairs, but no significantly supported covarying pairs. The proposed structures for all ten XIST conserved regions were produced using R-scape.
As described in the main text, we used nhmmer 19 to identify 21 significant local alignments (at E < 10 −5 ) between human XIST and mouse Xist, covering 79% of the XIST RNA sequence.
We used nhmmer and Dfam 20 to determine that 11 of these conserved regions correspond to known transposable elements including retroposons (L2d 3end), DNA transposons (Charlie29a, evidence for a
conserved basepair? evidence for a
conserved basepair? 
